Aircalin takes delivery of its first of two A330neo aircraft
#Aircalin #Airbus #A330neo
Toulouse, 30 July 2019 – New Caledonia’s Aircalin has taken delivery of its first of two A330900 at a delivery ceremony in Toulouse, France, with the second aircraft joining the fleet later in
2019, replacing its existing two A330s. Aircalin is also a customer for the A320neo and will
replace its existing two A320s to become an operator of two A330-900s and two A320neos.
Aircalin’s A330neos are configured in a comfortable three class layout with 291 seats or 25
more seats than its existing smaller A330-200s. These include 26 business, 244 economy
and for the first time premium economy with 21 seats.
The A330neos will boost capacity and non-stop connectivity between the French Pacific Island
territory and markets in Japan, Australia and the Pacific Islands nations, cutting fuel burn by
25% per seat (compared with previous generation competitors) and providing passengers with
the latest standards in cabin comfort. These routes provide essential links to tourism as well
as business traffic which are essential to the New Caledonia economy.

The A330neo is the true new-generation aircraft building on the most popular wide body A330’s
features and leveraging on A350 XWB technology. Powered by the latest Rolls-Royce Trent
7000 engines, the A330neo provides an unprecedented level of efficiency – with 25% lower fuel
burn per seat than previous generation competitors. Equipped with the Airbus Airspace cabin,
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the A330neo offers a unique passenger experience with more personal space and the latest
generation in-flight entertainment system and connectivity.
***
For more information about the A330 Family, please click here.
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2018 it generated revenues of € 64 billion and
employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger airliners. Airbus
is also a European leader providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s
leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions
worldwide
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This and other press releases and high resolution photos are available on: AirbusMedia
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